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Chapterr  5 

Ingredientss in the analysis 

Inn this chapter a method is presented to extract information from events with a 4-quark final state. 
Thee idea is to compute the relative probabilities for a given observed event to originate from one 
off  the processes leading to 4 or more reconstructed jets of particles: W+W~, ZZ, qq(7) or a Higgs 
bosonn of any given mass produced together with a Z. The computation combines experimental 
informationn from the event with the theoretical expectations from the different hypotheses that 
wil ll  be described analytically where possible. In the first three sections the variables that provide 
informationn (in increasing levels of complexity) are introduced and discussed. Finally, section 5.4 
describess the method to combine the information on the observed event. The method preserves 
alll  ambiguities and thereby uses the full information contained in the variables used. 

5.11 Single-jet information 

Thee b-tag configuration of the final states of various processes producing a 4-quark final state at 
LEP22 is quite different and can be quite distinct for a specific process. The final state produced by 
aa pair of W bosons will for example hardly ever contain a b-quark whereas the most predominant 
decayy channel of the Higgs boson is into a pair of b-quarks. In the first part of this section the 
predictedd number of b-quarks present in final states (and their configurations) for the different 
physicss processes is investigated. From an experimental point of view the goal is to test how 
welll  an observed jet is compatible with the hypothesis that it originated either from a b-, or 
fromm a non-b-quark fragmentation. In section 5.1.2 such a compatibility is constructed. This can 
thenn be converted into a quantitative statement on the compatibility of a jet-pairing with a given 
hypothesiss as is described in section 5.1.3. 

5.1.11 Theoretical information 

b-quarkss in 4-fermion events 
Inn the framework of the electroweak theory the branching ratio of the heavy gauge bosons into 
quarkk anti-quark pairs can be computed allowing the relative occurrence of the different b-tag 
configurationss to be predicted (see table 5.1). For a specific process the relative occurrence of 
thesee configurations can be quite distinct and is therefore an important ingredient in the analysis. 
Itt might also, once a measurement is performed, serve as a cross check to positively identify the 
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underlyingg physics process and mechanism(s) producing the events. Although the branching ratio 
off  the Higgs boson into a bb-pair is dependent on the mass of the Higgs itself, for a given Higgs 
masss this branching ratio is precisely predicted inside the SM. The relative frequency of various 
4-quarkk (b-tag) configurations in heavy boson pair production and for three different Higgs boson 
massess are given in table 5.1. 

77. 77. 
w+w--
ZH(80) ) 
ZH(IOO) ) 
ZH(115) ) 

Br(44 quarks) 
48.9 9 
45.6 6 
64.2 2 
64.1 1 
63.8 8 

(qq)) (qq) 
61.3 3 
99.7 7 
6.3 3 
8.5 5 

15.2 2 

(qq)) (bb) 
17.0 0 
0.0 0 

72.0 0 
69.8 8 
63.1 1 

(bb)) (qq) 
17.0 0 
0.0 0 
1.8 8 
2.4 4 
4.2 2 

(bb)) (bb) 
4.7 7 
0.0 0 

19.9 9 
19.3 3 
17.5 5 

(bq)) (qq)+(qq) (bq) 
0.0 0 
0.3 3 
0.0 0 
0.0 0 
0.0 0 

Tablee 5.1: The fraction of fully hadronic (4-quarks) final states in % for the heavy boson pair-
productionproduction processes at LEP2. In addition the relative occurrence of the b-tag configurations 
presentpresent in these fully hadronic final states is shown (qq means non-b quark pair). 

Thee cross section for b-quark production in W+W~ events is tiny since it involves the small CKM 
matrixx elements Vcb and Vub and is about 0.024 pb. During the generation of 4-fermion events 
withh EXCALIBUR an implementation was used where the CKM matrix was assumed to be the 
unitt matrix, thereby explicitly preventing b-quarks to be generated. Although small, the cross 
sectionn is still about 60% of the cross section of ZH production at 206.7 GeV when the Higgs 
masss is 115 GeV. To investigate the effect of neglecting b quarks in generating W+W~ events on 
thee determination of the W+W~ background in different phase space regions (especially where 
b-quarkss are present) dedicated samples have been produced to simulate these events. Due to the 
usee of the anti-W+W~ mass information and the presence of long-lived c-quarks in the tails of 
thee b-tag distributions possible effects (underestimation of the W+W" background in the pure 
ZHH region) are diluted. 

b-quarkss in 2-fermion events 
e+e~~ annihilation is described by both Z and 7 exchange (and their interference). The fraction of 
primaryy b-quarks produced in qq(l) events at LEP2 is therefore different from that of a Z boson 
decayingg into a bb-pair, which has been measured to high precision (FQ = T(Z —> bb)/r(Z —
had)) = 0.216, see [66]). Although different from R% the relative production rate of e+e~ into a 
pairr of b-quarks compared to the total hadronic cross section (Rh — a(e+e~ — bb)/<r(e+e~ —
had))) is well predicted in the SM and is measured at each centre-of-mass energy by the LEP 
experiments.. The expected value for Rh varies only weakly as a function of the centre-of-mass 
energiess around 200 GeV and is 0.165 [69]. 

RRbb reflects only the fraction of direct bb-production and this could be different for the specific set 
off  events that have an apparent 4-jet structure and pass the event pre-selection presented in section 
4.5.. Corrections are required that reflect the differences between light and b-quarks, for example 
differencess in the amount of gluon radiation of heavy quarks compared to light quarks and the 
differencee in decay multiplicity. From pure kinematics the radiation of gluons from b-quarks is 
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expectedd to be suppressed compared to radiation off light quarks due to the larger mass of the 
b-quark.. These kind of asymmetries are known, understood and implemented in the generation 
off  background events. A Monte Carlo study of qq(7) events at LEP2 shows that in the selected 
samplee of 4-jet events the fraction of events with two primary b-quarks is 16.1  0.2 %. 

gluonn splitting 
Theree are additional issues in the description of qq(7) events at LEP2 that have been a source 
off  many theoretical and experimental debates during the last years [70]. One of the important 
pointss relevant for the description of apparent 4-jet qq(7) events is the fraction of (secondary) 
quarkk anti-quark pairs produced through gluon splitting. It was found that the gluon splitting 
intoo a bb-pair was underestimated in PYTHIA [41]. In order to get a correct estimate of the 
qq(7)) background level in regions where the presence of b-quarks is expected events containing 
thesee specific splittings were assigned an increased weight. The effect on the fraction of expected 
jetss from qq(7) events that have a specific value of the combined b-tag probability per jet is given 
inn table 5.2. The b-quarks from gluon splitting are softer than the primary b-quarks and therefore 
doo not contribute to the extreme tail of the combined b-tag variable. 

combinedd b-
perjet t 
>0.0 0 
>1.0 0 
>2.0 0 

tag g fractionn of jets 
(noo rescaling) 

6.9 9 
3.2 2 
2.0 0 

fractionn of jets 
(rescaling) ) 

7.4 4 
3.5 5 
2.1 1 

Tablee 5.2: 7Tie fraction of jets (in %) in qq(7) events passing the pre-selection that have a specific 
valuevalue of the combined b-tag variable per jet before and after rescaling of the gluon splitting rate 
inin PYTHIA. 

Thee effect of remaining uncertainties in background description and discrepancies between data 
andd Monte Carlo for each analysis are incorporated in the systematic uncertainties. 

5.1.22 Experimental information 

Too establish the compatibility between the observed event and a specific b-tag configuration re-
quiress a quantitative statement about the 'b-likeliness' for each reconstructed jet.. In this section 
suchh a variable will be defined using the combined b-tag variable [63] per jet as described in sec-
tionn 4.4. The distribution of this variable (for selected two jet events at a centre-of-mass energy 
closee to the Z mass) is shown in figure 5.1 for all jets, where the contributions from b-quarks and 
non-b-quarkss are plotted separately. 

Oncee normalised, the distributions of the combined b-tag variable per jet for each jet-type ƒ, 
(b-quarkk or non-b-quark) can be interpreted as a probability density function: 

PfPfzz (pl) The probability density (function) for a quark of flavour ƒ» (b or non-b) to produce 
aa jet with a value pi for the combined b-tag variable. 
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Figuree 5.1: Combined b-tag variable for jets in Z-decays. The data are represented by the dots 
andand the two Monte Carlo histograms represent the different types of jets (b- and non-bjets). 

Inn addition, the b-tag likelihood ratio per jet for jet i is defined as: Pb(Pi) ) 
Pq(Pi)' ' 

(5.1) ) 

wheree q stands for any type of light quark (u,d,s,c). This ratio tells, for each value of the combined 
b-tagg variable p;, how much more likely it is that this reconstructed jet originated from a b-quark 
fragmentationn relative to a non-b-quark fragmentation. 

Thee likelihood ratio per jet is constructed using Z° Monte Carlo events, providing a clean envi-
ronmentt (two jets back-to-back) in which the few million Z-decays at LEP1 have ensured that 
thee Monte Carlo's have been tuned to describe the data to great precision. An experimental fea-
turee to take into account when constructing the likelihood ratio is that the discriminating power 
betweenn b- and non-b-jets deteriorates when going to smaller reconstructed jet-angles. The com-
binedd b-tag variable uses track-by-track errors and since these are dependent on the polar angle 
off  the track, the separation is less performant for jets in the forward region. To account for these 
differencess in separation power the b- over non-b ratio is parametrised in three different angular 
regions:: (0° to 30° & 150° to 180°), (30° to 40° & 140° to 150°) and (40° to 140°). The two prob-
abilityy density functions in each region, the corresponding likelihood ratio and its parametrisation 
(polynomials)) are shown in figure 5.2. 
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Figuree 5.2: The probability density functions for the combined b-tag variable for jets from Z-
decaysdecays reconstructed in three angular regions for b- and non-b quarks separately (left plots) and 
thethe ratio of the two distributions (likelihood ratio) (right plots). The solid line in the right plots 
indicatesindicates the parametrisation (4th order polynomials) used in the analysis. 
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5.1.33 Application in a multi-je t environment at LEP2 

Inn a multi-jet event this allows (from an experimental point of view) to compute the relative prob-
abilitiess of specific b-tag configurations relative to the hypothesis that they are all non-b quarks 
byy multiplying the individual likelihood ratios per jet. An example: the probability that in an 
observedd 4-jet event jet 1 and 2 are b's and jet 3 and 4 are non-b's relative to the probability that 
alll  4 jets are non-b quarks can be written explicitly as: 

fl>(Pl)fl>(Pa)Pq(ft»)Pq(P4)fl>(Pl)fl>(Pa)Pq(ft»)Pq(P4) = Pb(Pl) Pb(p2) 
PPqq(Pl)P(Pl)Pqq(p2)P(p2)P<i<i (P3)P(P3)Pqq(p4)(p4) Pq(pi) " P^P2) K ' } 

Multi-jett events at LEP2 have different characteristics than 2-jet events at the Z: higher track 
multiplicities,, a large spread in jet-energies, overlapping jets. Using the constructed parametri-
sationss at the Z in multi-jet events might cause systematic effects since distributions entering the 
combinedd b-tagging analysis might be strongly dependent on the energy of the jets and might 
involvee non-trivial extrapolations to different energies. To first order no large differences are 
expectedd since, as an approximation, all variables in the combined b-tagging either scale with 
thee jet-energy (like life-time information) or are (almost) energy independent (like jet mass, jet 
multiplicityy and the energy of the B-hadron compared to that of the initial b-quark). Secondary 
effectss like a higher mis-assignment rate of particles to jets caused by the higher multiplicity and 
thee overlap of jets are (partly) corrected for by tuning the impact parameters (as described on 
pagee 43) on tracks from real 4-jet events. 

Too give an idea of the agreement between data and Monte Carlo at high energy the distribution 
off  the combined b-tag variable per jet (p) is plotted for all reconstructed jets in events passing the 
pre-selectionn in figure 5.3. In this plot all centre-of-mass energies at LEP2 have been combined. 
Thee ratio of the efficiency for the data and Monte Carlo is shown in the right plot of that figure, 
wheree the efficiency for a given pQ is defined as the fraction of jets with p > p0. A good agree-
mentt between data and Monte Carlo is observed. 

5.22 Di-jet information 
Althoughh a strong indication of a specific b-tag configuration can eliminate many physics hy-
potheses,, additionall  information is needed to test the compatibility of the other event characteris-
ticss with that dictated by the hypothesis. In case there are 4 reconstructed b-quarks in the event for 
examplee angular distributions, cross sections and mass information decide on the relative proba-
bilityy of either a ZZ or ZH hypothesis. 

Thiss section describes the extraction of information on a different level of complexity in the event: 
invariantt mass information from pairs of reconstructed jets. Reconstructed mass distributions can, 
justt as specific b-tag configurations, be used as a fingerprint of a certain physics hypothesis. The 
expectedd mass distributions are known analytically (see section 5.2.1), but from an experimen-
tall  point of view there are some difficulties. In a 4(5)-jet event there are 3(10) possible jet-jet 
pairings.. In addition the quality of the energy flow reconstruction can vary significantly from 
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Figuree 5.3: The left plot shows the combined b-tag probability per jet for all reconstructed jets 
afterafter preselection in the data set 183-207 GeV. The right plot shows the integrated ratio of the 
efficiencyefficiency for data and the efficiency for Monte Carlo. The gray area in the right plot indicates 
thethe statistical uncertainty. 

eventt to event. The goal is to implement this knowledge in the interpretation of the reconstructed 
masses.. In general these problems can be solved by introducing a tool to test the compatibility 
off  the reconstructed di-jet masses with a specific set of mass hypotheses using the event-by-event 
errors.. This is shown in section 5.2.3. 

5.2.11 Expected mass distributions 

Thee mass of a single heavy gauge boson is described by a Breit-Wigner shape [26] determined 
byy the pole mass (m0) and the intrinsic width (F0) of the heavy boson: 

BW(miBW(mi I m0, r0) oc 
KK  - mif+e m?)2 2 (5.3) ) 

Inn an event containing two heavy bosons the probability density function for the distribution of 
thee two boson masses {m\ and m2) in a single event can be described by the (normalised) product 
off  two Breit- Wigners times a phase space factor: 

Ptta5(mi.. rm I hyp) oc BW{mi | m01,T01) BW(m2 | m02, r02) PS(mi, m2, s), (5.4) 

wheree the phase space factor PS{m\,m2, s) equals J{\ — m\/s — m2/s)2 — 4m\m2./s2. In this 
expressionn s is the available centre-of-mass energy in the collision and 'hyp' indicates the under-
lyingg physics hypothesis given by (moi, r0i , ma2, T02). To be interpreted as a probability density 
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functionn equation (5.4) is normalised by requiring the integral over the allowed phase space to be 
equall  to unity: 

// dm1BW(m1\m01,T0i) / dm2 BW(m2 \ m02,r02)PS(mum2,s) = 1 (5.5) 
JMminn J « „ i , 

f\/ii  r\fs—mi 

dmidmi BW(mx | m01,r01) / 

AA few additional remarks should be made: 
 Picking a specific value for the jet resolution parameter (ycut) implies a minimum in the 
jet-jett masses that can be obtained. At a t/cut of 0.001 (Durham) for example this minimum 
masss (A/min) is about 13 GeV/c2. 

 Expression (5.4) describes the probability density function for heavy boson masses and 
thereforee the expected mass distribution in the correct pairing. The generated mass spectra 
(mi,m2)) for the combinatorial background in heavy boson pair production, arising from 
thee additional 2(9) 'wrong' pairings in the reconstructed 4(5) jets event, is parametrised as 
aa flat distribution (multiplied by the additional phase space factor). 

 For all pairings in qq(7) events the (m1,m2) spectrum is parametrised as a flat distribution 
(multipliedd by the additional phase space factor). 

Ass an example, the mass distribution of a single W-boson and of the two masses in events where 
W-bosonss are pair-produced are shown in figure 5.4. The analytic parametrisations (5.3) and (5.4) 
usedd in the analysis to represent these distributions are also shown. 
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Figuree 5.4: The generated mass distributions for a single W-boson (left plot) and the 2-
dimensionaldimensional mass distribution in events where W-bosons are pair-produced at a centre-of-mass 
energyenergy of 200 GeV. The solid lines show the analytic parametrisation used in the analysis to 
representrepresent these distributions. 
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5.2.22 Reconstructed mass distribution s 

Forr a given jet-pairing in a multi-jet event, the mass information is given to first order by only 
twoo numbers: the invariant masses of the two di-jet systems (mfc, mf2), computed using the es-
timatess for the parton four-momenta from the 4C-fit as described in section 4.3. In thiss section an 
effortt is made to try and quantify our experimental knowledge on the compatibility of these di-jet 
massess with masses that are different from the 4C masses, using the event-specific errors taken 
fromm the constrained fit. These errors can vary significantly from event to event reflecting the 
qualityy of the reconstruction of the energy-flow. Testing the compatibility for a specific pairing 
withh a specific set of masses (mi, m2) contains two additional constraints apart from energy and 
momentumm conservation and is therefore called a 6C-fit: 

6C-fit::  Like a 4C-fit and in addition for a given pairing two masses are known. 
Forr a given pairing a compatibility (defined by the x2) of the reconstructed masses can be tested 
withh a specific mass hypothesis where both masses are known (mi, m2): 

"jets s 

£p( f i Ued)„„  = ( 0 i 0 ) 0 ) v / i ) 

Mdijett i = mi (5.6) 

Mdijett 2 = rn2 

Forr each pairing the 6C-fit can be used to scan the full (mi, m2)-plane in order to test the compati-
bilityy with any specific mass hypothesis. The resulting A%2 distribution in the full (mi, m2)-plane 
cann be interpreted as the probability that in this event and for this particular jet pairing the two 
(observed)) heavy boson masses in thee event were actually mx and m2: 

Pfi^
iass(mi,m2)) oc e-èV(mi,"»ï)) (5.7) 

wheree A\2 = X2 — x\c an  ̂ x\c ls m e X2 of the 4C-fit. In figure 5.5 a plot of the Ax2 distribution 
forr a single 4-jet event is shown. In this event one can clearly identify the three different jet pair-
ingss and the resolution on any di-jet mass in this event. In this figure also an important kinematic 
featuree is evident: when the sum of the di-jet masses gets closer to the kinematic limit the error 
onn the difference of the masses is much larger than the error on the sum of the masses. Figure 
5.55 represents the full experimental mass information and allows to take into account all known 
kinematicc correlations and di-jet mass resolutions on an event-by-event basis. 

Fromm an experimental point of view all pairings have equal weight and the pairing ambiguity 
intrinsicc for the 4-quark final state can not be resolved. Only after a certain hypothesis is posed 
thee different pairings can be assigned a certain weight in correspondence to the compatibility with 
thee expectation. Such a compatibility is constructed in the next section. 

5.2.33 Constructing a quantitative compatibilit y with a physics hypothesis 

Oncee an experimental compatibility with any two masses is constructed for each pairing one can 
goo one step further and assign a variable that tests the compatibility of the masses in this specific 
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Figuree 5.5: 2-dimensional A\2 distribution in a single 4-jet event. The three different pairings 
cancan be clearly identified. The different contours represent the 1,2,3 and 4 sigma contours. 

pairingg with a predefined physics hypothesis. 

Whenn testing a physics hypothesis, in each point of the (mi,m2) plane there are now two distribu-
tionss providing information on the probability of observing these two masses in an event. On the 
theoreticall  side one has the probability density function of the produced masses described by the 
productt of two Breit-Wigners1 multiplied by a phase space factor (equation (5.4)), whereas on the 
experimentall  side one has the A\2 distribution (equation (5.7)). Considering a single pairing at a 
time,, the compatibility of the masses in this pairing with a posed hypothesis characterised by the 
twoo heavy boson masses and their widths (rn0i, m02, T0i,T02), can be quantified by convoluting 
thee two distributions: 

,, mass ( p a i r ) , - ^^ m 4 C 
hyp p « , < , A M ) ) (5.8) ) 

rr  y/s—m\ 
ff S dmx BWfrrn | hyp) / ' "" dm2 BW(m2 | hyp) • PS(mi,m2 ,s) e-è

A*2(™..-2) 

Inn this expression AM represents the experimental uncertainties on the reconstructed masses 
fromm the 4C fit. Using this expression, the compatibility for each pairing with specific hypotheses 

Orr a flat distribution when testing the qq(7) hypothesis. 
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likee W+W~, a qq(7), a ZZ or a ZH hypothesis with known Higgs mass (mn) can be computed. 
Theree are two possibilities to use these mass compatibilities per pairing in the analysis: 

11 Use the information per pairing to choose the best or most likely pairing 
Sincee maximally one jet-pairing represents the correct pairing and thereby the correct mass 
informationn on the two produced heavy bosons, many analyses try to find the most likely 
pairingg among the 3(10) pairings in the reconstructed 4(5) jet event. Deciding on a single 
pairingg automatically resolves the existing pairing ambiguity. 'Most likely' is analysis de
pendentt as is illustrated in figure 5.5 where a W+W" cross section analysis and an analysis 
searchingg for a SM Higgs of 100 GeV/c2 mass will choose a different pairing. By resolving 
thee ambiguities both analyses discard relevant information (the masses in other pairings 
aree compatible with a different hypothesis). Even though it is not optimal this is the most 
widelyy adapted approach. 

22 Use all pairings, weighted by their compatibility with a certain mass hypothesis 
Byy assigning a weight to each pairing, all pairings can be treated consistently and no am
biguitiess have to be resolved. This requires a special structure in die analysis as will be 
describedd in section 5.4. Extracting the mass information per pairing allows an optimal 
combinationn with other variables in a consistent way. This is the approach used in this 
thesis. . 

Example::  Performance test of mass compatibilities for  full events 

Thee relative compatibility of events with the three SM hypotheses (ZZ, W+W~ and qq(7)) can be 
studiedd using only mass information. This is done by computing for each jet-pairing the compat
ibilityy with the three different physics hypotheses using equation (5.9). The event probability is 
constructedd by looping over all jet-pairings and adding the compatibilities. Finally, the mass-only 
eventt probabilities are normalised to me sum of all investigated hypotheses: 

pp mass (event) _ ^pa i r ing ° hyp ( m l > m 2 ) A M ) 

Ehyp=(ZZ,WW,QCD)) ^pa i r ing ^ h y p ( m l > m 2 i A M ) 

Thee normalised distributions of Pz |
vent, -Pwwnt  ̂ ^ocrf f o r Monte Carlo events with 4 recon

structedd jets from three different physics processes (ZZ, W+W~ and qq(7) events) at a centre-of-
masss energy of 200 GeV are shown in figure 5.6. For events with 4 jets a cut on the ZZ mass-only 
eventt compatibility (Pz|

vent > 0.80) would result in a selection efficiency of 57.1% for ZZ, 6.1% 
forr W+W~ and 14.8% for qq(7) 4-jet-events. These event probabilities using only mass infor
mationn serve as inputs for the common DELPHI Higgs analysis in the 4-jet channel where the 
compatibilitiess are calculated in both the 4- and the 5-jet topology to reduce the W+W" and 
ZZZ contamination [71]. 

Fromm the available phase space it is expected that quite a large fraction of qq(7) events has a 
di-jett mass combination near die W+W~ or ZZ peak thereby mimicking a W+W" or ZZ event. 
Therefore,, as can be seen in the right bottom plot of figure 5.7, less than half of the qq(7) events 
cann be clearly identified as a qq(7) event when using only mass information. 
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Figuree 5.6: Normalised probability density functions describing the compatibilities of the recon-
structedstructed masses in ZZ, W+W~ and qq(*y) events (with 4 reconstructed jets) with three different 
hypotheses.hypotheses. The three top plots show the relative 'mass only' probabilities for ZZ events to be 
compatiblecompatible with either a ZZ (left), a W+W (middle) or a qq(j)(right) hypothesis. The middle 
threethree plots show the same distributions for W+ W~ events and the bottom plots for qq("i) events. 
TheThe Monte Carlo events for the different processes were generated at a centre-of-mass energy of 
200200 GeV. 

Thee comparison between data and Monte Carlo is shown in figure 5.7. The distributions of 
P77 (event) and P. masss (event) 

WW W aree shown for all events in the data set 183-207 GeV that have 4 
reconstructedd jets and pass the event pre-selection. A good agreement between data and Monte 
Carloo is observed. 
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Figuree 5.7: The distribution ofP™s (event) (leftplot) and P ^ s (event) (rightplot) for events that 
havehave 4 reconstructed jets after preselection in the data set 183-207 GeV. 

5.33 Event topological information 

Ass described in a previous section, the topological structure of the jets in an event is different for 
2-fermionn (qq(7)) events with hard gluon radiation and genuine 4-fermion events. Using the fact 
thatt the gluon emission has infrared (low energetic gluon jets) and collinear divergences (two jets 
closee together) a topological variable can be constructed to separate spherical (4-fermion) from 
moree cigar-like (2-fermion) events. 

Optimall separation power can be achieved by using a combination of different event-shape vari
ables.. Many of these variables are strongly correlated with di-jet invariant masses in the event 
andd using them to select events will restrict specific combinations of inter di-jet opening angles 
andd jet-energies. To easily combine the topological information with the mass information later 
inn the analysis a better approach is to sacrifice some separation power for simplicity as is done in 
thiss analysis by using a somewhat less performant single variable (Dpur) as defined in equation 
(4.12).. It combines the two most obvious differences in topology and has the advantage of being 
nearlyy independent of the value of the largest di-jet mass in the event. 

Too optimally discriminate between the different topologies the sample is further divided into 
eventss with 4 and 5 reconstructed jets: the relative number of qq(7) events with 5 reconstructed 
jetss is smaller than that for genuine 4-fermion events. 

Thee normalised distribution of Dpur is shown in figure 5.8 (for 4 and 5 jets events separately) 
forr two different event types after pre-selection: 2-fermion events (generated using PYTHIA[41]) 
andd 4-fermion events (generated using EXCALIBUR [34]) at a centre-of-mass energy of 200 GeV. 
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Figuree 5.8: Topological variable Dpur for reconstructed 4 (left plot) and 5-jet (right plot) events 
atat a centre-of-mass energy of 200 GeV. The distribution for both 2-fermion and 4-fermion events 
isis shown separately. For each event type the sum of the 4- and 5-jet distributions is normalised. 

Thesee distributions can be interpreted as probability density functions. 

pp topo 
' h y p p (Dpur)) The probability for an event from the physics process hyp to have (4 or 5 

reconstructedd jets and) this value for Dpur. 

Parametrisingg the ratio of the two probability density functions allows computation of the relative 
probabilitiess that the observed event (given only topological information) originated from either 
aa 2-fermion or a 4-fermion event: 

Topologicall likelihood ratio per event: c rr  (DP 
CdP°° (°P 

(5.10) ) 

Thee parametrisation (using polynomials) of the ratio is done at every centre-of-mass energy sep
aratelyy to account for small changes in kinematics. The description of the general topology of 
multi-jett events at LEP is well described by the Monte Carlo. The distribution of Dpur for all 
eventss after pre-selection in the data set 183-207 is shown in figure 5.9 for events with 4 and 5 
reconstructedd jets separately and shows very good agreement between data and Monte Carlo. 

5.44 Computing event-by-event probabilities 

Forr each process a probability can be computed to produce an event with characteristics identical 
too the ones in the observed event. In this section a general compatibility expression will be 
constructedd for 4-quark final states by combining all sources of information. This allows a wide 
varietyy of applications as will be discussed in the following chapters. 
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Figuree 5.9: Topological variable Dpur for events with 4 (left plot) and 5 (right plot) reconstructed 
jetsjets after preselection in the data set 183-207 GeV. 

5.4.11 Initial probability expressions 

Inn case there is no information contained in the event the probability2 for this event to have been 
producedd by a given process (p) can be expressed in terms of the cross section for that process, 
thee branching ratios for that process into its possible final states (quarks, leptons, neutrinos) and 
thee specific efficiency to pass the event pre-selection: 

aapp J2 Br(fs) e 
fs s 

(5.11) ) 

Wheree the following symbols have been used: 

p(process) ) 
o-p p 

Efs s 
Br(fs) ) 
,, fs 

AA certain physics process (for example ZZ or W+W~) 
Thee cross section for this process 
Thee sum over all final states 
Thee branching ratio for this process p into this final state 
Thee probability for an event of this process and in this final state 
too pass the event pre-selection. 

Sincee (almost) only events with 4 quarks in the final state are selected the probability expression 
cann be simplified by eliminating the redundant terms concerning final states other than qqqq. In 
doingg this the following assumptions were made: 

•• The efficiencies for non-hadronic configurations to pass the event preselection are zero. 
•• The efficiencies for different hadronic (b-tag) configurations of a process to pass the event 

pre-selectionn are identical and equal to: e had d 

;; All computations will be done in the framework of the SM. 
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Thiss allows the probability expression to be written as a sum over the different hadronic (b-tag) 
configurationss only: 

processs = <7p c ̂  E Br (had.fs.) (5.12) 
had.fs. . 

Oncee an event is detected the measurement allows the characteristics of the event to be extracted 
inn the form of observables. Each piece of information increases our knowledge on the underly
ingg physics process producing this event: for each physics process the SM prediction for a given 
observablee is known. Differences in these distributions for various physics processes allow to 
differentiatee between them. In the preceding sections a few observables have been constructed 
providingg information at different levels of complexity. These variables will be used in the expres
sionn of the probability for the observed event to originate from a particular physics hypothesis. 
Alll variables used in the computation of the probability are uncorrelated (at least to first order) 
andd therefore enter linear in the expression for the probability. 

5.4.22 Adding topological information 

Att the level of the full event, the event shape can be used to get information on the compatibility of 
thee event to either originate from a 2-fermion or from a 4-fermion process using the probability 
densityy functions defined in equation 5.10. For each final state the probability to have a value 
off Dpur equal to the one in the observed event is known. Assuming that for a process p, the 
topologicall variable is identical for the different hadronic (b-tag) configurations and equal to 
Pp

had(Dpur)) the probability expression can now be written as: 

processs = <7p e J
8" Pp

had (Dpur) £ Br (had.fs.) (5.13) 
had.fs. . 

5.4.33 Adding b-tag and mass information 

Inn expression 5.13 the sum over the different hadronic final states is composed of the different 
b-tagg configurations and jet-pairings and can be written more explicitly as: 

16(31)) 3(10) 

EE = E E (5.i4) 
had.fs.. btag=l pair=l 

Writingg it out in more detail allows to incorporate the b-tag and mass information as introduced 
inn the previous sections: 

•• b-tag configurations: 
Eachh of the jets can be either a b- or a non-b-jet resulting (in a 4-jet event) in 16 different 
b-tagg configurations. In a 5-jet event one of the jets is assumed to be a gluon jet (non-b), 
resultingg in 31 different configurations. 

Forr each b-tag configuration the expected probability that this particular configuration oc
curss is known (see section 5.1.1) and this is written here as Br(had.fs.). On the experimental 
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sidee we have the tool to quantify the compatibility of a given jet(-pair) with a given b-tag 
configurationn (see section 5.1.2 and 5.1.3). 

•• jet-pairings: 
Inn case of 4(5) reconstructed jets there are 3(10) possible jet-pairings. In case of a ZH hy
pothesiss one has for each jet-pairing the additional ambiguity for each pair to be either the 
Higgss or the Z, increasing the number of pairings by a factor 2. 

Forr each jet-pairing the compatibility of the reconstructed masses with the expectations 
fromm the given process is also known and is evaluated using expression (5.9). 

Pp
masss (Pair) (mfc, rri2C, AM) The probability that the reconstructed masses in this event 

(andd for this particular jet pairing) are compatible with the 
expectedd mass distribution for this process. 

Incorporatingg all this information results in the following expression indicating the probability 
forr a given process to produce an event with characteristics identical to that in the observed event: 

16(31) ) 

Pprocesss = <Tp 6  ̂ P^(Dpm) £ B r ( h a d . f s . ) 

btag=l l 

3(10) ) 

££ PfMPhMPfMPfM Pp
mass(pairVf,mf,AM ) (5.15) 

pair=l l 

5.4.44 Using relative probabilities 

Ass was already remarked in the previous sections, the probability for a process p to have exactly 
thee characteristics as in the observed event is zero, and only relative probabilities (likelihood 
ratios)) are well defined quantities. To classify events only these relative probabilities are needed 
soo the full expression in 5.15 can be multiplied by an arbitrary number which can conveniently 
bee chosen to be: 

11 1 
(5.16) ) ^(Dpur)) PMPMPMPM) 

Thiss is the inverse of the probability that the event originated from a qq(7) event (looking only 
att topological information) and that all jets are light (non-b) quarks. This normalisation results in 
ann expression where the likelihood ratios as constructed in the previous sections appear: 

p h a d ( DD ^ 16(31) 

P p ^^ = ^ p L i m £ Br (had.fs.) 
•"qcdd \1JPUT) btag=l 

I ]]  P ^ ( f t | ^ ) p ^ ) w ( P 4 ? Pp
mass(pair)K C,mf,AM ) (5.17) 

patlll PqM PM PqM PqM ? 
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5.55 Conclusions 
Usingg this simple algorithm to classify 4(5)-jet events, only composed of three variable types, 
wee are able to compute absolute event-by-event probabilities for various physics hypotheses. The 
analysiss does not need extensive tuning on Monte Carlo samples and can be used to study 4-quark 
finalfinal states at any centre-of-mass energy. All information contained in the event is extracted and 
treatedd in a consistent way, which has the advantage that the analysis is simultaneously optimised 
forr selecting fully hadronic W+W~, ZZ and qq(7) events. Using analytical expressions for the 
expectedd mass distributions and the use of the full mass information in the event ensures mat the 
analysiss is also optimised for ZH events of any given Higgs mass. The analysis can be improved 
byy including additional information of which angular information on the boson production an
gless and the quark anti-quark separation for b-quarks are the most obvious. The final probability 
distributionss provide optimal sensitivity to extract the corresponding cross sections by means of 
aa maximum likelihood fit. 

Inn this thesis a few applications will be discussed, starting with the measurement of the fully 
hadronicc ZZ (NC02) cross section in chapter 6 followed by the search for the Standard Model 
Higgss boson in chapter 7. The method could be used to look for charged Higgses, pair produc
tionn of techno-pions etc. As an example of these possibilities a search for a Higgs boson with 
propertiess different from that of the SM is described in chapter 8. 


